
Jackie El l is  
THE BLOOD MOON



Suspended within the transient light of the Kimberley region is a network of emotional memories. 
Using gentle forms, shifting light and radiant colours, Jackie Ellis seeks to capture these subtleties 

while also reflecting the passion and respect she has for the country. ‘If you pay attention to the 
natural environment, you become sensitive to it; you feel the flow of it and how life is supported’.   

Jackie’s devoted cathexis to the powerful energy of the Kimberely landscape is mirrored in her 
painting. Her affection and allegiance is replenished by remote bushwalks or flights over the 

north west wilderness. From this vantage you can see the powerful Kimberley rivers weave around 
mountains and over velds.

‘The river is my muse  ...  it’s all about the flow, how life is supported.  The carving out of land. 

Literally and as a metaphor.’
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NOW I SEE YOU
How lucky are we?! It is all just so. As it needs to be. Hard to imagine it any other way. Perhaps that is the purpose of 
travelling. Oil on canvas 102 x 76cm $2200



FAKE IT TILL YOU MAKE IT
In Greek Mythology Proteus (shape shifter) was the patron saint of survivors. Such is the incredible courage of 
those who reinvent themselves after catastrophic loss. To those who in pain and suffering are able to separate and 
regroup elements of their psychology in order to renew. A tribute to Joan Norrie. Oil on canvas 76 x 122cm $2600



GOSSIP, JUICY JUICY GOSSIP
Dirty And delicious. Oil on canvas 61 x 61cm $1050



Imitjala Curley Walytjitjata: Ngayuku ngunytjuku (17-455) acrylic on linen 153 x 153cm $5850

GHOSTS
The remnant of a lost soul, The Ghost is our way of remembering. Most often the Ghost appears because the 
loss occurred though foul means. What about lost species of animals, rivers, eco-systems? Can we invent a 
story of the soul of the river? Can we talk about it’s Ghost… in order to be able to remember, and so speak of 
the consequences? Oil on canvas 76 x 102cm $2200



Beverley Cameron Minyma Kutjara  (18-34) acrylic on linen 122 x 102cm $1350

IF I COULD I WOULD...
Passions are so invigorating. Giving birth to marvellous possibilities. The ingredients for full blown fantasy, delusion 
and self actualisation. Intoxicating. To be ignored at your peril. The abandoned and neglected passions, harbouring 
and cultivating the ghosts of regret and remorse. As Helen Keller said: “The Only Way out is through”. 
Oil on canvas 102 x 76cm $2200



LAYERS OF HISTORY
We choose very carefully what to see when we peer back through History. The invisible or obscured the silent sign 
posts that we will not read. To the victor: History! Oil on canvas 102 x 76cm $2200



MUSIC
Music is quite mathematical. Repetition of pattern, beautifully spaced. A flow most natural harmonies, with the distance 
between just so. And all at the same time, completely without physical body. Just like the breath. 
Oil on canvas 168 x 102cm $4800





TWILIGHT AS A SYMBOL
Twilight is the symbol of the end of something. That day, closure of a chapter, end of an era. With it also the whisper 
of a promise of a new dawn. Oil on canvas  102 x 76cm $2200



SEEP
As tea takes on the scent of jasmine flowers, it is also tainted by exposure to diesel fumes. In whose company do you 
keep? Oil on canvas 76 x 46cm $980



RESOLVING NICELY
It started off as something I was excited and optimistic about. It moved quickly into a troublesome problem. At one 
point I was positively irritated by it. I left it then. I had abandoned the project. Then, after a rest, I picked it back up 
out of boredom and in one swift moment it transformed into a great satisfaction. Oil on canvas 61 x 61cm $1050



NO FOREIGN ICONOGRAPHY PLEASE
Culture so infuses us that we can no longer perceive it to be, just one of many ways of being. We superimpose our 
culture upon the landscape, as if it had the same durability as the mountains and the rivers. Turns out, those mountains 
and rivers are now giving way to our cultures…. Oil on canvas 122 x 76cm $2600



WHEN YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT
Don’t you love it when, you are so certain as to what you want. It comes so clearly to you. You move with such 
confidence your energy cutting a direct path. Looking back, you recall the process with great satisfaction. 
Oil on canvas 198 x 122cm $7000



SOFTLY, SOFTLY CONQUERS A MOUNTAIN
With enough time rain and it’s runoff and the invisible wind, will erode away the mountain. So it is with human 
progress. There is the breakthrough in ideas. And the mountain resists impervious, unmoved. Do not be discouraged. 
Oil on canvas 76 x 122cm $2600





PROSPERITY MEASURES AS DREAMED BY ME
Prosperity Measures: Clean water, gender equality, trustworthy government, safe roads and non-violent society; nature 
in balance and great natural assets sustainably managed - as dreamed by the Dreamers and un- measurable in GDP.
Oil on canvas 122 x 76cm $2600



HOLDING POSITION
Strength of character. Stoicism in the face of unpleasant odds. The capacity to persevere. To hold one’s ground.
Oil on canvas 76 x 122cm $2600



CIRCLING AROUND AGAIN AND AGAIN (History as a metaphor)
What are the most prestigious disciplines today? Surely not history or philosophy or even science. Where is power 
actually held? Oil on canvas 76 x 122cm $2600



BLOOD MOON
On that full Blood Moon, I listened to the mad ranting and drunken tuneless singing drift across the water, and I 
realised that we are still, so much of us, water subjected to the pull of the moon. Oil on canvas 122 x 76cm $2600



CONFUSION OF MODERN VALUES
Dad used to believe in “going bush” if he had a big decision to make. This involved taking time out in nature with only 
the basics at hand. It allows one to focus on core values. Oil on canvas 168 x 102cm $4800



CROSSING THE DESERT WHEN UNDERGROUND IS BEST
There are times I look at the Australian Landscape and I understand why we have such amazing aquifers. It seems to 
me, the rivers are trying to tell us something. Oil on canvas 102 x 168cm $4800



ENTROPY
The process of shutting down. The pain of loss. How to find solace in the death process. 
Oil on canvas 61 x 61cm $1050



EXTERNAL INFLUENCE
The stronger the light from behind the more “back lit” it is. Detail gets lost to view. It starts to darken into obscurity. 
As with us. Strong external influences can obscure our individuality, until only the silhouette remains to view. 
Oil on canvas 102 x 76cm $2200



MINORITY VIEW - YELLOW AS A SYMBOL
Yellow is the least popular colour. Yellow is also the colour used to describe big picture thinking. 
Oil on canvas 76 x 46cm $980



SMILING IN DARK TIMES
To find the beauty. To live fully. Stars are only visible when it is dark. The darker it is, the more stars can be seen. Until, 
on the darkest nights, the stars become so bright they can be seen as clearly in the river as they can in the sky. Such 
was the character of my Father. Oil on canvas 102 x 76cm $2200
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I would like to express gratitude to all those who support me and the arts to make this life an

adventure, free and beautiful. To the Mighty Rivers in the Kimberley, I am permanantly indebted for 

their ability to sustain and renew. Finally I would like to sincerely thank my family, friends and those 

who know and live by the true prosperity measures; health, love and connection. Jackie Ellis 2018


